2004 grand am fuel pump access panel

The Pontiac Grand Prix has an electric fuel pump so you should ensure that its fuses and relays
are working before checking it. You may need to clean your fuel pump or replace it if your gas
tank is not empty, but your vehicle has difficulty getting fuel. The Pontiac Grand Prix comes in a
variety of styles that can affect the replacement fuel pump you choose. Determine which fuel
pump your Pontiac Grand Prix will need. This depends not only on the make and model, but
also the engine size. Models made from to will have a cubic inch ci , ci, ci or ci engine. Models
built from to may be equipped with a ci, ci or ci engine. Look at later generations of the Pontiac
Grand Prix. Models made from to may have a ci, ci, ci or ci engine. Models manufactured from to
have ci, ci, ci, ci, ci and ci engines. Models made from to can be equipped with a 2. Examine the
most recent versions of the Pontiac Grand Prix. Models made from to will have a 3. The last
generation was produced from to and had a 3. Prepare your vehicle for fuel pump servicing.
Relieve the fuel system pressure and drain the fuel tank until it is one-quarter full. Disconnect
the negative battery cable with a socket wrench. Remove the jack and spare tire so that you can
remove the lining in the trunk. This will allow you to open the fuel sender access panel by
removing the nuts with a socket wrench. Remove the electrical connector from the fuel tank
pressure sensor and fuel pump. Disconnect the quick connect fittings for the fuel pump.
Remove the retaining ring for the fuel pump and take out the fuel pump assembly. Discard the
old O-ring. Install the new fuel pump using the items included in the kit, especially the new
O-ring. Complete the installation by reversing the removal procedure. Tighten the nuts on the
access panel to 89 in. This article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact
checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the
best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us
page: link below. Step 1 Determine which fuel pump your Pontiac Grand Prix will need. Step 2
Look at later generations of the Pontiac Grand Prix. Step 3 Examine the most recent versions of
the Pontiac Grand Prix. Step 4 Prepare your vehicle for fuel pump servicing. Step 5 Remove the
electrical connector from the fuel tank pressure sensor and fuel pump. Step 6 Install the new
fuel pump using the items included in the kit, especially the new O-ring. A bad fuel pump has
symptoms that mimic other ignition- and performance-related problems in a motor vehicle. You
must listen to your car very carefully to identify the subtle differences in engine performance
that are caused by a failing fuel pump to better assist your mechanic when describing the
problem. If not handled quickly, a failed fuel pump can lead to damaged fuel injectors, which
greatly raises the cost of repair. A damaged or failed fuel pump can cause a Grand Am to be
unable to start. The engine cranks noise of the engine attempting to turn over , but the vehicle is
unable to send fuel to the engine to start it. This is often the case when the fuel pump has failed
entirely and is unable to maintain fuel pressure into the engine. Low fuel pressure causes a
rough idle for the engine. You will experience dipping RPMs and a shake in the engine block
when the car is sitting still, which leads to engine misfires when the vehicle is accelerating and
attempting to retain speed. A Grand Am's fuel injectors are highly sensitive to fuel pressure, so
these signs could emerge very early in the fuel pump's failure. A failing fuel pump may deliver
satisfactory fuel pressure though not enough fuel volume. As a result, you will experience loss
of power when the vehicle is accelerating heavily, is under load or cruising at highway speeds.
Engine sputtering may also occur while this is happening, and the car produces a sound that is
noticeable. Jonathan Lister has been a writer and content marketer since Fluxating Fuel
Pressure A failing fuel pump may deliver satisfactory fuel pressure though not enough fuel
volume. I have a 04 grand am 3. Lonetech answered 3 years ago. Need to check fuel pressure.
Pressure should be with switch on psi. If it does not achieve that on first initial 2 seconds of
switch being on. Turn switch off and repeat. If reaches then. Try to start then. Also monitor
gauge and see if it holds fuel pressure. If does not hold fuel pressure. Could have a leaking
injector or fuel is bleeding back not tank. Chrimel answered 3 years ago. I had a similar issue
recently with my 03, same engine. Replaced a LOT. Ended up being a short for the AC wiring
from the compressor. Only way to start was with fluid. Only took me about 2 years to figure it
out since no fuses, relays, lights, or codes indicated anything. Guru1P2XK answered about a
year ago. Ernest answered 5 months ago. I have a Pontiac Grand am 3. Will I be able to replace
the blown ram air motor with the regular 3. If so, what would i Especially the hot wire? I have a
99 grand am and my car starts ands runs for a second or 2 and dies out.. Ive replaced the Crank
sensor, also the ignition coil module, My fuel pump does turn on and does seem to be working I
have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Pontiac Grand Am
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Pontiac

Grand Am Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars For Sale. GuruVDW5V answered 2 years ago. It not accessible through the
inside of the car. I have a Pontiac Grand am and have noticed you have to go from underneath
the car and drop the tank to do so. David answered about a year ago. The fuel pump is under
the center hump. Any help is appreciated. Thank you, Mike. We hit a tire tread on the freeway on
the way home yesterday, and it tore out the center section of the rubber air dam located under
the front bumper of our Grand Am. We don't know what it's c I replaced my fuel pump and filter
and battery and I still can't get it started. Where is the location of the fuel pump and filter for a
pontiac grand am. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Can you access the fuel pump
and fuel filter on a Grand Am SE1 through the backseat to replace them? Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Pontiac
Grand Am question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search Pontiac Grand Am Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. The Pontiac Grand Am is a mid-size size and later
compact car produced by Pontiac. The generation is the final generation of the Pontiac Grand
Am. A leaking fuel line will starve the engine to the point of quiting. Hello I am working on a
grand am Pontiac v6 engine the car just stopped on her so I came out and gave the car a jump it
started and stalled again the finally got it to start and drove it home for the young lady then tried
to start it back up and its nothing light on the dash and a click noise. I have something similar
but I'm getting spark and fuel but doesn't sound like the injectors are pushing fuel relays are
working spray fuel in the throttle body it starts but shuts right down. Show 1 more comment.
Chris Green chrisgreen. Check in the engine compartment fuse box, it should be near the
battery under the hood. The cover should be pretty easy to remove. The fuel pump should be
connected through a fuse in slot If that fuse looks good , then you may want to check the fuel
pump relay also inside the engine compartment fuse box. The fuel pump relay is 18 in the fuse
box. Start with the car off, and have somebody else put the key in the cars ignition and attempt
to start the car while you listen to the relay. If you can hear this relay make a "clicking" noise as
the car attempts to start, then it is working properly. If this doesn't solve the problem, make
sure that the engine is actually turning when you attempt to start it. If you can hear the starter
motor turning but the engine isn't turning look at the belt then the starter may not be engaging
in your car I believe this means that you must replace the whole starter. You can remove and
test your starter to confirm whether or not the solenoid is engaging the starter. If you tell me
which engine your car has I can give you more things to try. Show 38 more comments. L Pfaff
lpfaff1. There are many reasons for your car to crank and not start. As a first step best to see if
there are any stored trouble codes that could point directly to the fault. Some of the auto parts
suppliers offer free code reading like Pepboys, Nappa, Advanced auto parts,etc and some of the
guys are very knowledgeable and may have seen the issue often and put you on the right track.
Find below some trouble shooting links that may help solve your issue. John, fuses all good,
relay good, and you are certain the pump does not come on, the pump only runs for a few
seconds to build pressure unless the engine runs. Thank you scentina michael i do need to
change filter. My Grand Am sometimes wont start. I've noticed that when it wont start, the
security light is flashing. To resolve the problem I have to leave the key in the ignition with it in
the "ON" position for 12 minutes to reset the sensor. The sensor light will stop flashing when it
is reset. Then I turn the key off and then back to start. It works every time but the 12 minute wait
is a pain in the ass. Show 8 more comments. LS Computer Systems lscs. Computer Systems.
Here are 2 links that may fix your problem. These cars have lots of issues with the security
system, maybe one of these will help. This video shows you what relay to pull and replace the
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n car starts, If this works for you, I would replace the relay instead of inserting the old one
back. Mike Tibbetts mikethefinisher. I found a short circuit melted wire going to a. My problem
sounds similar. Ac quit, cranks but doesnt start. Where was the melted wire? Hallie Johnson.
Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Turns over but won't start. View the answer I have this
problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score
Jameslogan mine did that to. Try your battery cables or throttle body sensor. The All-New. The
high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Chris Green chrisgreen Rep: Was this
answer helpful? L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: Score 2. Replaced fuel pump, checked relay,it's clicking

checked fuses. Still can't get fuel pump to work. Try your fuel filter. Computer Systems 4 3 1.
Score 1. Mike Tibbetts mikethefinisher Rep: 1. Score 0. Hallie Johnson Rep: 1. Add your answer
dottieleland will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:.

